LIKE many colleges and universities across the United States, both public and private, our institution, Lafayette College, recently underwent an accreditation review. As a result of this multistep, multiyear process, we were directed to have a closer look at how we assess student learning across the curricula in all the disciplines in which we offer programs of study. Directives were issued, learning outcomes were mandated for every course syllabus, and a variety of committees and subcommittees, complete with departmental outcomes officers, were formed to determine precisely what our students are learning from class to class at every level of study across campus.
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Michelle GeoffrionVinci, Margarete Lamb-Faffelberger, and Mary Toulouse and universities, José Ricardo-Osorio determined that use of outdated traditional assessment methods-translation and achievement testing, for instance-still tends to supplant use of Standards-referenced content-based instruments such as the OPI (oral proficiency interview) and the IPA (integrated performance assessment) (602).2
The reasons for this disconnect are familiar to us all: lack of time, lack of resources, and lack of institutional support. With budget and staff reductions, our teaching loads often become overwhelming. How are we to find the time to research and prepare assessment practices and related course work? Many can't afford to attend the conferences where such things are workshopped in depth and where a wealth of materials is often disseminated. Finally, as the national economy continues to limp toward recovery, institutions often lack the resources to provide support for faculty members even to review our programs' goals and outcomes, never mind revamp them. How does one make the best use of preexisting resources to achieve an effective metric of learning and skill development? In languages, where we can readily talk the assessment talk, how do we walk the corresponding walk?
In the pages that follow, we present LaFolio, the electronic portfolio created by the faculty of the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures at Lafayette College, a small four-year institution for liberal arts and engineering in eastern Pennsylvania. We describe the purpose, promise, and pedagogical and technological framework of LaFolio. We also discuss the resources-human, technological, and fiscal-that have facilitated its construction. Our purpose is to show that even when resources are limited, it is possible to construct and launch an electronic portfolio that, when properly scaffolded both pedagogically and politically, can foster deep learning that is both performance-based and easily measurable.
E-portfolios and Language Learning
Abundant scholarship has been produced in the last twenty years that explores myriad aspects of electronic portfolios and associated practices, including but not limited to form and function, construction, reflection, related technologies, assessment, and perspectives (student, faculty, administrative) on their value (Banta; B. Cambridge et al.; D. Cambridge et al.; Jafari and Kaufman) .3 Indeed, electronic portfolio studies has its own professional organizations: the Association for Authentic, Experiential and Evidence-Based Learning (AAEEBL), established "to catalyze the implementation of eport fo lios in education" in recognition of "the value of eport fo lios for learning, assessment and life-long career success" ("AAEEBL FAQ"), and the Inter/ National Coalition for Electronic Portfolio Research, an organization consisting of colleges and universities in the United States and United Kingdom that apply and are then selected annually to form cohorts that engage in projects aimed at answering the questions "What learning is taking place as a function of electronic portfolios?" and "How do we know?" (Inter/ National Coalition ).
In addition to what's being done by the institutions affiliated with AAEEBL and the coalition, a basic Google search on e-portfolios leads to sites at institutions far and wide and programs in education, nursing, pharmacology, En glish and writing, and many others. Glaringly absent from this list, however, are e-portfolios in
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Michelle GeoffrionVinci, Margarete Lamb-Faffelberger, and Mary Toulouse programs in the instruction of languages other than En glish. Ricardo-Osorio, in fact, puts statistical evidence to this void; his survey shows that, at least where assessment of student learning is concerned, " [t] he use of student portfolios to assess . . . progress over time is minimal" (602).
Portfolios Defined and Redefined
A portfolio broadly defined as a collection of student work is a phenomenon with which most language educators have some experience. Who among us hasn't at some point asked students to compile in one physical location assignments or projects of one kind or another, perhaps in various draft stages, so that we can measure some aspect or aspects of communicative performance and assign a grade? However, well-scaffolded portfolios that are, as Kathleen Blake Yancey puts it, "unified as a construct" (16) require their creators to perform three specific tasks: to collect all evidence of learning, to select from this evidence those artifacts that best demonstrate learning, and to reflect on the choice of artifacts and in what ways they exemplify learning.4
Performance-based communicative output as outlined by the Standards for Foreign Language Learning and their interconnected goal areas, or five Cs (communication, cultures, connections, comparisons, and communities), lends itself readily to this form of assessment. Second language acquisition in a Standards-based curriculum means learning how to use language to accomplish authentic communicative tasks; to gain and to demonstrate understanding of the cultures that speak the language of study; to use this language to acquire knowledge in and of other disciplines; to better understand one's own language; and to engage directly with linguistic and cultural systems that share our collective economic, social, and geographic landscape (Standards 39-68). These goals are interconnected and call for a curriculum that is similarly integrated, with learning activities that extend well beyond the memorization of vocabulary and discrete grammar points. Such activities must be based on real-life or authentic contexts and content, and the degree to which students can negotiate meaning in such settings can only be effectively measured across a chronological continuum by something more viable than the traditional achievement test. A portfolio, for instance. "One obvious advantage of portfolios," asserts Denise Egéa-Kuehne, "is that they provide a richer picture of student performance [in language learning] than do more traditional, so-called 'objective' forms of testing, and, most importantly, because they do so over a period of time" (21).
However, traditional, largely paper-based portfolios can take up a great amount of physical space. According to Egéa-Kuehne, they may consist of ring binders, notebooks, or files divided into sections to organize the students' work and to document their level of achievement for each standard. These files and binders may be collected in drawers, boxes, or other large containers. Photographs, audiotapes, and videotapes have often been used to keep a record of students' work.
Pictures, sound recordings, and videos also take up shelf space in such collections. Indeed, in today's digitized world, the artifacts that represent communicative A digital learning record that can be used to document the achievements of specified learning outcomes, such as the knowledge and abilities outlined in the content standards of the five Cs, the e-portfolio is also a platform that facilitates metacognition: it helps students reflect on their own learning and become more aware of "how they learn best, . . . how they are motivated, . . . their attitudes and behaviors toward learning . . . their knowledge base and skills and their personal strategies to improve those skills" (Cummins and Davesne 849) .
The E-advantage
The advantages of electronic over traditional portfolios are numerous and varied. As opposed to the challenges associated with paper-based "files and boxes" portfolios (Egéa-Kuehne 22), e-portfolios take up no physical space whatsoever. Moreover, they can store a higher volume and a wider variety of learning artifacts. Web-based, they can be both private (password-protected) and universally accessible. As a result, students can use them to house an entire body of learning artifacts and select a smaller sample to make visible to and allow feedback from student peer readers, faculty members, learners in other locations, prospective employers, and so on. Such interactive accessibility is ideal for the construction of the multidisciplinary learning communities that are rapidly gaining ground in higher education (Bonk, Wisher, and Nigrelli) . With specific regard to assessment, the Web environment allows for the creation of hyperlinks that students can use to connect to the Standards, ACTFL proficiency guidelines, the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR), and other nationally and internationally recognized benchmarks for language learning. These resources help learners and instructors gauge communicative skill development and progress toward agreed-on language-learning goals (Cummins and Davesne 848) .
Egéa-Kuehne posits that the very act of designing and constructing an electronic portfolio involves the development of a set of technology-related skills that students and faculty members can explore and assess through links to the standards established by such organizations as the International Society for Technology Education (ISTE; see www .iste .org/ standards). This advantage speaks directly to the connections Standard in that this project, related to language learning and intercultural literacy, fosters skill development in another discipline, that of educational and emerging professional-social-networking technologies (Standards 54).
In short, compared with the traditional paper-based portfolio, the e-portfolio is space-efficient; incorporates a greater variety of products, materials, and resources; is more flexibly and widely accessible; and provides an immediate progress gauge through direct links to standards and goals. Moreover, the construction of an e-portfolio affords skill-building opportunities for students and faculty members in many technologies. Trent Batson, executive director of AAEEBL, argues that e-portfolio construction as an educational process is Michelle GeoffrionVinci, Margarete Lamb-Faffelberger, and Mary Toulouse rewarding and engaging and fits the times-student owned, stays with student over time, produces additional metrics by which to assess and evaluate students, supports high-impact learning experiences outside of the classroom, helps create a strong resume, develops reflective and integrative thinking, supports life-long learning, and so on.
Finally, and perhaps most important, as a collectively orchestrated endeavor the e-portfolio provides a forum for a long overdue conversation about what really matters to both teachers and learners of language and culture (Foreign Languages).5
LaFolio Framework, Part 1: Planning, Preparation, and Purpose
The Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures at Lafayette offers programs of study in ten languages: Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Hebrew, Japanese, Russian, Spanish, classical Greek, and Latin. Although the communicative structures, histories, cultures, and geopolitical realities we teach are in some cases quite different, the members of our department share a common language of instruction that has allowed us to engage in a variety of workshops, discussions, and joint projects designed to explore new pedagogies and technologies, review best practices, and foster the continued enhancement of language teaching and learning. It was with this enhancement in mind that we undertook the Lafayette World Languages Portfolio Initiative.
In 2008, after writing a successful in-house grant to secure support from a provostadministered fund for faculty innovation, we engaged in a multiyear series of faculty development workshops and training sessions with the primary goal of drafting the framework for LaFolio. With the generous institutional support our grant provided, we were able to offer financial incentive for our faculty members to receive pedagogical and technological training and then develop new projects and related assessment rubrics that were Standards-based, task-oriented, and portfolio-friendly (table 1). Through this process of training, dialogue, and construction, our faculty members learned that all of us, even the least tech-savvy, already had in our teaching arsenals activities that with only slight modification demonstrated the aforementioned characteristics.6 Combined with time and training in new methods and programs, the affirmation of what we already did well ultimately allowed our department to successfully fuse cuttingedge pedagogies and technologies with tried-and-true best practices in language education. This, we quickly realized, is a critical piece to any collective initiative such as ours. Over the next two years, we collectively edited LaFolio's goals and expected outcomes and created computer-mediated e-portfolio-ready projects and corollary assessment rubrics in all skill levels of every language we taught. We received familiarization training in the ACTFL oral proficiency and writing proficiency interviews, hosted a national conference on computer-assisted language learning (CALL), and interacted extensively with a range of experts in CALL, proficiency assessment, and e-portfolio theories and practices. A number of students took part in this initiative as architects, editors, and beta testers of our evolving e-portfolio.7 We have regularly shared our continuing work with colleagues in other departments and at other institutions through presentations and workshops at conferences in the United States and abroad.
Our objective in constructing LaFolio was fourfold: to enhance language learning and assessment; to promote reflection and reflective practices for both students and
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Michelle GeoffrionVinci, Margarete Lamb-Faffelberger, and Mary Toulouse faculty members; to connect evidence of student learning with the Standards and other nationally and internationally recognized assessment guidelines; and to provide an opportunity for our department to articulate its own standards, goals, and learning outcomes, or what we refer to as can dos. An important component of the resulting products and practices is their customized nature. While our e-portfolio and related learning outcomes build on elements of preexisting e-portfolios as well as the proficiency benchmarks articulated by the Standards, the CEFR, and other guidelines for language learning, LaFolio and our can dos are ultimately homegrown.8 Nearly every member of our department, both full professors and part-time instructors, came together to explore the latest trends in pedagogies, technologies, and assessment practices associated with language learning and teaching. In so doing, they each made substantive contributions to LaFolio's construction.
In the final workshop of this two-year initiative, we introduced to the college as a whole LaFolio and the portfolio-ready activities we had designed. We reviewed the Standards, the ACTFL proficiency guidelines and related communicative modes (interpretive, interpersonal, and presentational), and the CEFR, and we identified and edited the communicative tasks that we believed our students could accomplish after completing our elementary, intermediate, and advanced language course sequences-as well as our junior-and senior-level courses in literary, film, and cultural studies. We drafted our can-do master list (table 2) , and, while we continue to revise these outcomes, we make active use of them today as guiding principles and metrics for both LaFolio and our individual classes. What's more, our work is having an impact on campus across disciplines, with programs in humanities and social sciences education exploring the adoption of a version of LaFolio in capstone courses.
LaFolio Framework, Part 2: Conceptual and Information Architecture
Structurally, LaFolio is organized along two conceptual axes, horizontal and vertical, and by hyperlinks ( fig. 1 ). In the horizontal axis, we articulate the ethos undergirding the portfolio. The introductory page presents our operating definition of the electronic portfolio and its relevance to language learning ( fig. 2 ). Like the project as a whole, this definition was written jointly by the faculty members and students who participated in the LaFolio initiative. The remaining links on this axis direct the user to the participating student's résumé and learning goals, sample artifacts that demonstrate skill development and the student's self-evaluation of this development, and descriptions of all of the classes the student has taken in or related to the language and corresponding culture or cultures.
Reflection or self-assessment is essential in LaFolio and arguably in all learning. It has long been recognized that the most successful learning experiences involve some degree of successful self-assessment: "One of the characteristics of effective learners is that they have a realistic sense of their own strengths and weaknesses and that they can use knowledge of their own achievements to direct their studying into productive directions" (Boud and Falchikov 530) . But while course evaluations are standard procedure in most college classes today, getting students to assess their own role in the learning process is too often missing in language teaching and learning. Students
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Michelle GeoffrionVinci, Margarete Lamb-Faffelberger, and Mary Toulouse must be encouraged to think about what and how they learn: "[A] n important part of building evaluation into the learning process is training students to evaluate their own performance on specific tasks and activities. In this way, self-assessment becomes an appropriate component of communicative language teaching" (Geeslin 859) .
Guided by question prompts drafted by our faculty members ( fig. 3 ), students provide a reflection narrative in each of the sections in which they assess the skills and related learning strategies they are developing, the cultural landscapes they explore, and how their growing skills reflect progress toward the achievement of both our department's can dos and their own learning goals in the language and related culture or cultures (fig. 4) .
LaFolio's vertical conceptual axis and related hyperlinks house the specific evidence that demonstrates the achievement of outcomes and goals. LaFolio allows the inclusion of a variety of different types of e-artifacts: computer-mediated projects, official records of proficiency testing, responses to experiential learning surveys, and samples of the students' written work. With each artifact submitted, students must also provide a written reflection on how the evidence in question demonstrates progress toward achievement of particular can do or student learning goals.
Information Architecture
Throughout this initiative, we have employed a variety of technologies to create the conceptual, pedagogical, and information architecture of LaFolio. Because of financial constraints and our desire for a product whose design and implementation we could control fully, we opted not to use one of the many e-portfolio software packages now available commercially.9 We first used Dreamweaver and created each Web-based e-portfolio from scratch. But less than a year later, Lafayette College adopted WordPress for college-wide Web page design. This free open-source blogbased software is ideally suited for electronic portfolios, and it was easy for our students and faculty members to adopt.10 WordPress replaced Dreamweaver as the technology behind the infrastructure.
The array of computer-mediated activities that our faculty members have designed and of the student-generated e-artifacts that have resulted fall into these arenas: multimedia narratives and documentaries chronicles of study abroad and experiential learning for literary-poetic interpretation and analysis for reporting and analyzing news and current events creative writing and illustration filmmaking photo stories and journalism person-to-person communication and extemporaneous speech In LaFolio's digital environment, students and teachers can archive activities that chart the development and growth of communicative competence at all levels, through digitally recorded dialogues, poetry declamation, concept maps, the visualauditory telling and retelling of stories, blogs and online discussions, and news
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Michelle GeoffrionVinci, Margarete Lamb-Faffelberger, and Mary Toulouse broadcasts. Regardless of category, LaFolio e-artifacts typically share one or more of several unifying components: speaking; process writing in multiple drafts; auditory comprehension; and an artistically represented cultural, historical, or literary theme.
In terms of LaFolio's information substructure, the technologies used in the media projects include Audacity, C-Map, Comic Life, iMovie, Movie Maker, Photostory, Skype, WireTap Pro, Word Caption, and WordPress. We are also employing a variety of technologies to study the impact of e-portfolio-related methods on student learning. Aided by our student assistants or "student technology mentors,"11 we have created a survey using Google Docs and WordPress to ask our students at different times in the learning process (the beginning and end of semester, the beginning of their major, shortly before they graduate) to assess on a Likkert scale their progress toward mastery of the Standards and our home-grown can dos ( fig. 5 ). Individual language majors and minors as well as entire classes have completed this survey, the results of which are then collated and distributed to the instructor or adviser (fig. 6 ). This survey is used by our faculty members as a formative assessment tool that enables regular curricular adjustment. It has given us invaluable insights into students' perceptions of their skill development at both micro (class) and macro (major) levels. We are presently analyzing the collected data, which seem to substantiate studies on self-efficacy (learners' perception of ability level). Such studies suggest that higher self-efficacy correlates with higher achievement (Mills 610) .
Every year, the list of technologies we use for e-portfolio-related purposes grows. Technology, we have learned, is a moving target in that it is constantly changing, evolving, and becoming obsolete. Moreover, for every discipline the technologies used to construct projects and activities vary considerably. But the e-portfolio is highly adaptive, as long as the associated pedagogical practices are consistent, clearly defined, and well understood by both faculty members and students.
Aggregate Assessment: Components and Constituents
A key issue that remains to be explored is aggregate assessment-that is, assessment that extends beyond what takes place at the project level and encompasses every e-artifact and documented experience (study abroad, internships, service learning, etc.) and proficiency test (Dialang, OPI, etc.) as well as learners' self-evaluation of their overall development and mastery of standards, be those standards internal (departmentally created) or external (ACTFL, CEFR, ISTE, etc.). In other words, by what metric can communicative competence and intercultural literacy, as reflected in a completed e-portfolio, be measured?
Since an e-portfolio for language learning is ideally an instrument that is customized by and for a department, the method by which that instrument is assessed must also be customized by the learners and teachers who use it. At Lafayette, we are currently testing a series of rubrics designed by the Association of American Colleges and Universities. Created as part of a national initiative "that champions the importance of a twenty-first century liberal education," the VALUE (Valid Assessment of Learning in Undergraduate Education) rubrics assess college students' general learning across a spectrum of what are described as intellectual and practical skills, such
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Michelle GeoffrionVinci, Margarete Lamb-Faffelberger, and Mary Toulouse as those that foreground inquiry and analysis, critical thinking, creative thinking, written communication, reading, and quantitative literacy, and those that involve personal and social responsibility, including civic knowledge and engagement, intercultural knowledge and competence, and foundations and skills for lifelong learning (VALUE). Of these rubrics, those that we see as particularly relevant to the language e-portfolio are inquiry and analysis, integrative learning, oral and written communication, and intercultural knowledge and competence. In general, the VALUE rubrics conceptualize development and mastery of specific areas of knowledge and skills along a scale of four performance levels: capstone or mastery (4), milestone or midrange development (3, 2), and benchmark or beginner (1). All the VALUE rubrics are accessible on the Web site of the Association of American Colleges and Universities and can and should be modified for use in a department, language, program, and what we refer to as targeted teaching contexts (TTCs). TTCs that we have identified for e-portfolio use at Lafayette include programs in language pedagogy and teaching internships, traditional language and culture programs for majors and minors, and programs that involve guided independent learning for less commonly taught languages, such as Arabic, Korean, and Swahili.
Once the system for aggregate assessment is in place, there remains the question of who will do the assessing. The answer will vary according to institution, department, language, program, or TTC. For traditional language and culture programs for majors, aggregate assessment can be carried out by individual faculty advisers or advising teams similar in makeup to committees established for honors theses. At Lafayette, the honors thesis committee for senior students engaged in an extensive research project in a major is composed of three faculty members: the thesis director, a member of the department or program, and an external faculty member-that is, from another department or program-who works in a discipline that is normally related to the project's field of study. The thesis director begins working with the student well before the senior year to construct the project and works closely with the student thereafter as the project takes shape. At various points throughout the year in which the project is carried out, the other committee members review drafts of the thesis and provide editorial guidance before its completion. Finally, the student delivers an oral defense of the project, reflecting on how it contributes to our general store of knowledge in the area of study, and answers questions from the committee members and other faculty members, students, and campus community members who have been invited to attend the defense. The committee then determines whether to approve the project, making final recommendations for revisions as appropriate. Because of close communication throughout the life of the project among student, director, and committee, almost all students who reach the point of the thesis defense pass and earn honors. This model can be applied to e-portfolio assessment: a faculty director would be designated when the student declares a major (typically during sophomore year), and a committee would be appointed the following year. To avoid the limitations of the all-or-nothing outcome of a grade of pass or fail, a capstone, milestone, and benchmark scale could be applied in making the final assessment. Depending on the arrangements made at the institution in question, a student might earn honors for an e-portfolio that demonstrates capstone-level mastery of the predetermined standards and learning outcomes.
Michelle GeoffrionVinci, Margarete Lamb-Faffelberger, and Mary Toulouse Faculty members in language and cultural studies are key constituents in this process, but there are others who can play an important role in determining what students of language and culture know and what they can do after completing a major or a program and an e-portfolio. In our guided independent language study program in elementary Arabic at Lafayette,12 we employ community language partners who are native or heritage speakers of Arabic and who have collegiate training or professional experience in teaching, interpretation, or translation. These community partners serve as weekly conversation and writing coaches for our students. They also assist our department in creating and carrying out our program by helping construct projects, e-artifacts, learning outcomes, can dos, and assessment methods.
Regardless of who ultimately engages in e-portfolio assessment, whether at the cumulative or incremental (course, project) level, the metrics for evaluation should be clearly understood and applied by all parties involved from the outset. They should also be aware of the student's learning goals, the faculty-departmental teaching goals, and the places where the two intersect.
The E-future: Making LaFolio Sticky
Since our initiative began in 2008, department-wide adoption of multimedia and multiskill e-portfolio-ready artifacts has increased by nearly 70%; in some languages, the adoption has been 80% ( fig. 7) . Use of the related self-efficacy surveys has also increased widely. Although LaFolio remains under construction, several Spanish majors have now completed an e-portfolio before graduating, and a number of classes have completed what we call nested or course-specific portfolios, which can eventually be linked to an aggregate e-portfolio of the students' work. Capstone courses in certain languages and in our teaching internship will soon incorporate the e-portfolio into their curricula.
The question arises as to whether LaFolio is an endeavor that Ali Jafari would describe as "sticky," that is, "one that works and will be adopted by users" (38)-in our case, by students and faculty members department-wide. Jafari maintains that certain qualities are necessary to make an e-portfolio system stick: ease of use, sustainability, advanced features, robust integrated technology architecture, lifelong support, standards, and transportability (42). LaFolio is certainly easy to use and contains a number of advanced features that are attractive to students, faculty members, and future employers. It is housed in a robust software environment supported by our institution and easily integrated via hyperlinks into Lafayette's Moodle course management system. Since it is available online, it is transportable and accessible to all current students, and it contains links to our can dos, the Standards of Foreign Language Learning, and the Standards of the International Society for Technology Education, so that learners and teachers have continuous access from within LaFolio to achievement goals as well as to our own in-house learning outcomes.
Jafari posits an additional quality necessary for ensuring the longevity and success of an electronic portfolio: the X factor, a mysterious variable that involves the buy-in of a variety of stakeholders: members of the faculty, IT department, and administration, as well as students. With financially supported training and dialogue
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Michelle GeoffrionVinci, Margarete Lamb-Faffelberger, and Mary Toulouse and the recognition and incorporation of colleagues' preexisting best practices, our faculty members and students have embraced LaFolio projects, can dos, and surveys of self-efficacy and outcomes. Our administration has provided ample support for product development and, by funding our conference presentations, collaboration with other institutions. Colleagues in other departments have begun to incorporate the LaFolio framework and method into their courses and programs. Finally, our students have begun to recognize LaFolio as a tool that helps them think more deeply about what it is they know, what they can do with it, and what they want to continue to learn and do with their hard-won communicative competence and cultural literacy after graduation.
Returning to the question we highlighted in the introduction to this essay, "What do you know, and what can you do with this knowledge?," we spoke with Katie M., a Spanish major and participant in our LaFolio project and a recent graduate. In her response to this question, she referred to a number of our departmental can dos but also incorporated her own learning outcomes:
I can confidently follow a lecture, understand most of a radio program or television show, and follow a conversation when talking with a native speaker. I can give a presentation with few errors in a class, and I can converse with a mistake here and there . . . but I can still manage to tell a story and make jokes. I can write a scholarly essay (college-level) with few grammatical errors. I can comfortably interact with people who are very different from me in background and culture.
We asked Katie to reflect on the process of constructing LaFolio and in what way or ways the e-portfolio project had influenced her learning. Her answer suggests a causal relation between LaFolio and lifelong learning:
The e-portfolio helped me think about the many aspects of "knowing a language." . . . I personally want to use language to talk to people and learn about their cultures and worlds. I now focus more on developing skills needed to have fluid conversation. I think more about the different types of conversations (emotional, entertaining, serious, formal, etc.) and what I need to learn to be comfortable in those situations. . . .
With appropriate support, careful inclusive planning, and clearly articulated instructions and goals, the electronic portfolio is both a highly effective vehicle for increased deep learning in language and a measurement of communicative competence and cultural literacy that goes far beyond more traditional, unidimensional methods of teaching, learning, and assessment. With LaFolio in our institution's future, we have some assurance that students and teachers both will be able to delineate clearly what we know and what we can do with language. Because we involved as many constituents as possible-faculty members, staff members, students, colleagues at other institutions-the construction and implementation of the e-portfolio in language and culture studies have allowed us to move beyond the outmoded teacher-student hierarchy of old and become a society of colearners.
Notes
1. Our operating definition of knowing a language is more comprehensive than the traditional meaning, which implies mastering a static knowledge base or set of discrete vocabulary and grammatical items. In the context of the e-portfolio, knowing infers a comprehensive and dynamic exploration of a
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Michelle GeoffrionVinci, Margarete Lamb-Faffelberger, and Mary Toulouse language in situ. Our intent in this essay is to suggest that the e-portfolio helps us understand knowing a language in a dramatically different way.
2. Developed in the 1980s by ACTFL, the OPI is a statistically reliable comprehensive test used to evaluate a language learner's overall spoken communicative competence (Testing). The interview is framed by the ACTFL proficiency rating scale (Novice Low, Mid, and High; Intermediate Low, Mid, and High; Advanced Low, Mid, and High; and Superior) and incorporates the following related assessment criteria: global tasks and functions, context, content, accuracy, and text type (Hadley and Reiken, Teaching Language in Context and Teaching Language in Context: Workbook) . The IPA, also developed by ACTFL, measures both the language learner's proficiency and mastery of the National Standards for Foreign Language Learning.
3. Each of these references is a compilation of essays published from 2001 on. 4. In The Mindful School: The Portfolio Connection, Burke, Fogarty, and Belgrad envision three other kinds of portfolios, each involving a different number of steps: in the basic or essential portfolio, the steps are to collect, select, and reflect; in the expanded portfolio, the steps are to project (purposes and goals), collect, select, reflect, perfect (evaluate and refine), and connect (share with others for discussion and feedback); in the elaborated portfolio, the steps are to project, collect, select, reflect, perfect, connect, interject (personal style), inject and eject (update), inspect (self-assess), and respect (present to a wider audience) (see Egéa-Kuehne 23).
5. In a 2007 report, the MLA's Ad Hoc Committee on Foreign Languages explores in detail "the challenges and opportunities facing language study in higher education" in the post-9/11 era. The report recommends curricular reform that positions "language study in cultural, historical, geographic, and cross-cultural frames within the context of humanistic learning" (Foreign Languages). We suggest that the electronic portfolio offers a rich environment in which to effectuate such reform.
6. Our department has both adjuncts and full-time faculty members, and the full-time faculty members are at every rank. Some are newly minted PhDs; others have given decades of devoted service to our institution. In our collective efforts to craft our e-portfolio, we discovered that we all had projects to contribute to LaFolio that challenged our students to demonstrate their ability to interpret, discuss, and analyze languages and cultures in diverse ways. Among these were multimedia narratives and documentaries, critical essays, creative writing (poems, legend, fairy tales, and plays), concept maps, photo stories, comic books, news broadcasts, weather and event reporting, and live interviews.
7. Students in our classes participated indirectly by completing the portfolio e-artifact projects we designed through this initiative, but we also benefited from the substantial contributions of student research collaborators who received stipends for their work through Lafayette's EXCEL Scholars Program, which funds student-faculty collaborative research projects.
8. Of particular importance to our work is the e-portfolio in use at LaGuardia Community College in Queens, New York. LaGuardia was the recipient of a substantial FIPSE grant that it has used not only to design and implement its campus-wide electronic portfolio but also to establish and foster a community of academic institutions engaged in similar pursuits. In designing the LaFolio template, we were inspired by the vast array of e-portfolios created by LaGuardia students and managed by its faculty and staff members. We also considered the proficiency guidelines articulated in the CEFR-based European Language Portfolio, developed in 2001 by the Council of Europe (Council of Europe), and its North American counterpart, LinguaFolio, the e-portfolio produced two years later by the National Council of State Supervisors for Languages (Cummins and Davesne 854) . In drafting the language for our can dos, we incorporated Bloom's Revised Taxonomy of Learning Domains (see Forehand; Oxford) .
9. Among the numerous commercially available options are Digication (www .digication .com), Sakai ePortfolio (www .rsmart .com/ sakai/ eportfolio), and Mahara ePortfolios (see Batson).
10.
Moodle and other open source course management systems are now integrating such commercially available e-portfolio programs as Mahara. At Lafayette, discussion of the possible integration of Moodle, WordPress, and LaFolio is under way.
11. This term is LaGuardia Community College's for trained student assistants who are instrumental in guiding students and faculty members in using the many technologies. We employ it in LaFoliorelated work.
12. Entitled Guided Independent Language Study (GILS): Arabic, this course is modeled on the pedagogical framework provided by the National Association of Self-Instructional Language Programs. For more information, visit the association's Web site (www .nasilp .net). To create an original news story by using the vocabulary and grammar patterns in the textbook. Patterns learned in the textbook are augmented by the patterns found in the live Japanese contained in the model stories taken from actual Japanese newspapers. Moving between textbook and live Japanese to produce original content moves the students from rote learning to using the language more creatively.
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Project description ( directions, steps)
• 教科書にある新聞の原稿を学び、 新聞独特のニュースの書き方を学ぶ。 • 学期の中盤までにトピックを選び、 それについて情報を集め、 原稿を書き出す。 学期が終わる時 点で完結したものを作ることを目的とする。 • 学期の中盤で書いた原稿を提出、 添削、 編集の後、 第一回目の録画。 • 学期終了時に第二回目の録画を行い、 提出する。 Students will read the textbook and "newspaper Japanese," which has certain conventions of compression to save ink and space, mostly through a heavier reliance on Chinese characters. Students choose a current-events topic by midterm and submit a draft of their news story, modeled on a related story taken from a Japanese daily on the Internet. After editing, they will record their first newscast. The last recorded newscast and corrected script will be graded as the final piece at the end of semester. Comments (how this can be developed in future by students or faculty, how this helps with articulation, etc.)
• 話し言葉とは違う、 ニュース独特の書き方を見につけ、 上級ならではの作文力を磨くことができる。 • 日本社会のみでなく、 世界的な視野を持って表現する力を養う。 同じ題材でも言語により、 違う 表現があることを理解する。 • インターネット上に載せ、 家族や日本の友人などにも送ることができる。 In Advanced level, students can learn special conventions of news writing, which requires broad vocabulary and cultural background for Japanese listeners. In a method best described as "instruction by misdirection," students can also learn about pressing issues in contemporary Japan that are ignored in the US media, which fosters the kind of cultural literacy necessary to use language effectively in a live setting. En un breve ensayo de dos párrafos, contesta las preguntas de arriba en frases completas y originales. Fecha límite: el 3 de octubre Paso 1ª (la revisión): Haz las revisiones sugeridas. Fecha límite: el 10 de octubre Paso 2 (la pronunciación): Escucha cuidadosamente la grabación del segmento de tu ensayo producido por Juan. Después, usando WireTap Pro, grábate a ti mism@ un mínimo de 3 veces dictando tu ensayo. Selecciona la mejor grabación. Fecha límite: el 14 de octubre Paso 3 (la producción fílmica): Para la primera parte del guión, te vas a sacar una foto de ti mismo/a utilizando Photo Booth. Para la segunda, o puedes incluir una foto digital de ti mismo/a o, si prefieres, puedes inventar una nueva versión de tu pasado y usar imágenes del Internet de otra persona. De allí, debes seleccionar otras fotos y/o imágenes que te describan en las dos fases de tu vida y entretejerlas en la versión audiovisual. Finalmente, vas a grabarte una vez más e incorporar esta narración en el proyecto audiovisual. También puedes incluir música y/o sonidos. 
